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Calibration of RPC-based muon detector at BES000 *
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Abstract The calibration algorithm for RPC-based muon detector at BES0 has been developed. The

calibration method, calibration error and algorithm performance are studied. The primary results of efficiency

and noise at layer, module and strip levels have been calibrated with cosmic ray data. The calibration constants

are available for simulation and reconstruction tuning. The results of Monte Carlo and data are also compared

to check the validation and reliability of the algorithm.
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1 Introduction

BES0, a new spectrometer for the challenging

physics in the tau-charm energy region, has been con-

structed and gone into the commissioning phase at

BEPCII [1], the upgraded e+e− collider with peak lu-

minosity up to 1033 cm−2·s−1 in Beijing. The Resistive

Plate Chambers (RPCs) have been used in the BES0
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muon counter (MUC). These RPCs are made of a new

type of bakelite material with melamine treatment in-

stead of linseed oil treatment [2]. The BES0 muon

counter will mainly contribute to the distinguishing

muons from hadrons, especially the pions. It is de-

signed to be with efficiency up to 95%, spacial res-

olution better than 20 mm and run in the streamer

mode with gas mixture of argon:F134a:iso-butane =

50:42:8.

The most notable character of RPC running in

streamer mode is the big signal (normally > 100 mV).

Thus the efficiency, noise (e.g., noise ratio, count-

ing rate, dark current) and spacial resolution are the

main performances concerned. It’s well known that

the resistivity of the bakelite electrodes plays an im-

portant role in the RPC performance. Unfortunately,

the resistivity is very sensitive to the environment

factors, such as the temperature and humidity, so

is the RPC performance [3]. RPC performance also

has direct relations with the operation parameters,

e.g., high voltage, threshold, gas mixture, radiation

background, and so on. Furthermore, the production

techniques also can not ensure that every chamber

has the same performance and long-term stability. In

brief, the RPC performance will vary from chamber

to chamber and from time to time, that is just the

necessity of calibration, especially for the efficiency

and noise.

2 Calibration algorithm

2.1 Calibration parameters

So far, the quantitative relationships between the

performances of RPC running in streamer mode and

their influence factors are not very clear and still un-

der study. However, the real efficiency and noise can

still be analyzed and calibrated at different levels ac-

cording to the MUC detector structure.

As listed in Table 1, the efficiency, counting rate

and noise ratio of each strip can be calibrated at

Level 2, which is considered to be fine enough for

the simulation and reconstruction. It is also helpful

to calculate the efficiency and noise at the highest

pad level, which can offer two dimension (2D) perfor-

mance maps. In our case, however, a pad is an area of

strip width square in one strip divided by reconstruc-

tion, but not a real detection unit with independent

readout channel (named “pad readout”) that can be

built in simulation. So the results at the pad level

are only used for performance monitoring and prob-

lem locating.

Table 1. Calibration parameters at different levels

eff cnt/nosratio

level&unit (%) /(Hz/cm2) number

0 layer 0∼ 100 0∼ 2/1 9

1 module 0∼ 100 0∼ 2/1 136

2 strip 0∼ 100 0∼ 2/1 9152

3 pad 0∼ 100 0∼ 2/1 559910

2.2 Calibration method

The calibration is based on the matching of hits

and tracks in a given window. Fig. 1 shows the de-

tails. For each track passing the selection, a loop is

started to search the effective hit, fail hit and noise

hit at each expected position of this track one by one.

A crucial parameter in this process is the efficiency

window (i.e.,ω), which significantly influences the

Fig. 1. The definitions of calibration parameters.
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calibration result and should be chosen reasonably

according to the cluster size distribution and recon-

struction quality. Suppose n is the id of the strip

closest to the expected position, the matching range

will be n± ω. The searching result includes three

cases: 1). No strip is fired within the window, then

strip n is regarded as detection failure. 2). Strip n or

n± i(i 6 ω) is fired, then strip n or n± i is regarded

as detection success. 3). At the same segment and

layer with strip n, the strip k is fired and |k−n|> ω,

then the strip k is deemed to be with a noise hit, no

matter whether it is a real noise hit or an incident hit

of this track.

Then the efficiency and noise ratio can be calcu-

lated by Eq. (1).

εli =
mli

nli

, rli =
pli

qli

, (l = 0,1,2), (1)

where, εli and rli are the efficiency and noise ratio

of unit i at Level l, mli and nli indicate the number

of effective hits and tracks in this unit respectively,

pli and qli indicate the number of noise hits and fired

digis respectively. In fact, if the calibration level is

set as 2, then εLi and rLi(L < 2) can be also calcu-

lated by Eq. (2), i.e., the average value of all strips

belonging to unit i at level L.

εLi =
1

SLi

SLi
∑

j=0

ε2j , rLi =
1

SLi

SLi
∑

j=0

r2j ,(L = 0,1), (2)

where, SLi is the number of strips belonging to unit i

at Level L. This will cause a little difference from For-

mula 1, but more accurate. If the statistics is enough,

they are almost the same.

As for the counting rate, it can be analyzed by

the random trigger data. Suppose the trigger rate is

frdn(Hz) with time window Ttrg(ns), and ne events are

acquired, then the counting rate can be calculated by:

cli =
dli

neTtrgAli

×109 Hz/cm
2
,(l = 0,1,2), (3)

where, dli and Ali are the number of digis and area

(cm2) of the unit i at Level l, respectively.

Except the general way to simulate the noise by

mixing noise data, the noise ratio and counting rate

are the new approaches and more suitable for the

RPC-based muon detector. In addiction, the dark

current and spacial resolution are also important, but

both can not be used in the simulation, so they will

not be considered in the calibration. For the former,

it is monitored and recorded by the slow control sys-

tem, and for the latter, it is the sigma of track residual

distribution, which should be gaussian and vary with

layer.

By applying the 3σ cut method to the residual

distribution layer by layer, the efficiency at layer level

can also be calculated. In this way, the distribution is

fitted by gaussian, and the unfired residual (set as a

big number) at a layer must contribute to the distri-

bution of this layer. In fact, if the efficiency window

is chosen as a reasonable value, the results by both

ways should be very similar.Currently, the difference

is < 3% and will be improved.

2.3 Data flow

The calibration algorithm, named MucCalibAlg,

is developed with C++ in the BES0 Offline Soft-

ware System (BOSS) [4], which is based on the Gaudi

framework and Geant4 simulation tookit. The data

flow is illustrated in Fig. 2. The precondition of cal-

ibration is the reconstruction, which is done by the

MucRecAlg algorithm [5]. The MucRecAlg offers the

expected tracks collection, attached hits collection

and can be run in different modes, such as extrap-

olation, self-reconstruction, and combined modes.

Fig. 2. The data flow of calibration algorithm.

For each event, firstly, the collections of digis

(hits), expected tracks and attached hits will be re-

trieved from the Transient Data Store(TDS), then the

event need to pass the selection and check, which can

be configured according to the data types and physics

requirements. The key processes in the calibration

include clusters building, tracks analyzing and effec-

tive and noise hits searching. All parameters will
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be calculated or fitted in the finalized module and

saved to constant file in ROOT format. The calibra-

tion constant files will be organized and managed by

the BES0 calibration database. The MUC simula-

tion and reconstruction algorithms access the calibra-

tion constants via MucCalibConstSvc. The MucCal-

ibConstSvc gets the constants from BES0 calibra-

tion service, which has the direct interface with the

calibration constant database.

3 Algorithm study

3.1 Calibration error

According to the calibration method described

above, the effective and noise hits obey the binomial

distribution, which gives the error as:

σpli
=

√

pli(1−pli)

nli

, (p = ε,r; l = 0,1,2), (4)

where nli is the number of tracks or hits. Eq. (4)

implies that the error reaches the maximum when

pli = 0.5. For RPCs with 90% efficiency (conservative

estimate), the number of good tracks must be greater

than 800 if the error is needed to be less than 0.01,

as shown in Fig. 3. This requires about 0.63 M
(

Nµµ =
800

2
×

1280(MaxStrip In 4π)

0.9(4π)×0.9(eff)

)

good dimu events to ensure the precision. While cor-

responding to Eq. (2), the error of level 0 and 1 also

can be calculated by :

σpLi
=

√

∑

j=0,j<SLi

σ2
p2j

, (p = ε,r;L = 0,1), (5)

where, SLi is the number of strips belonging to unit

i at Level L.

Fig. 3. The statistical error of calibration.

Each curve indicates the dependency of error

on statistics for a given efficiency.

The other part is the system error, which comes

from the reconstruction method and the efficiency

window. Table 2 lists three reconstruction modes,

and the main differences are the reconstruction seed

and the track extrapolation. The extrapolation pre-

cision directly affects the calibration results. The fit-

ting method is another factor which may also be a

source of system error, if the bending of tracks in

MUC by magnetic field can not be ignored. But re-

cently, the bending effect in MUC is too small to be

considered.

Table 2. Three reconstruction methods.

mode detail

0 MDC seed only, extrapolation, line/quadratic fit

1 MUC seed only, self tracking, line/quadratic fit

2 if no MDC seed, MUC seed used, line/quadratic fit

As shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b), the efficiency by

Mode 0 is about 3% lower than that by Mode 1 be-

cause of the limitation of extrapolation precision (in

Boss6.4.0 and lower). After improving both recon-

struction modes in Boss6.4.1, this system error has

been reduced to 0.5%. Fig. 4(c) and (d) show the

efficiency window effect, and ω = 4 is chosen, with

which, the efficiency is very close to that during the

RPC quality control (QC) and very similar to the

results by 3σ cut method. If the window is set too

wide, fake efficiency will be introduced, contrarily, the

real efficiency will be lost. That the window changes

one strip width may result in efficiency with ±1%–8%

variation (at strip level).

3.2 Calibration biases

In order to obtain reliable calibration results, the

biases hiding in the reconstruction and calibration

must be found out and corrected. Firstly, the out-

ermost expected position of a track is determined by

the outermost layer with hits within the reconstruc-

tion window, as shown in the boxes of Fig. 5. So the

efficiency is on the higher side for these layers. The

better way is to extrapolate a track to the outermost

layer no matter whether there are hits or not. At

the same time, we use high momentum(>1.2 GeV/c)

muon tracks, such as, dimu tracks, to do the cali-

bration, then this bias can be avoided. Secondly, it

is presumed that all physics tracks fly from inner to

outer layers, so the innermost layer always has an

expected position. However, because of the struc-

ture limitation, the width of layer 0 in the barrel is

15% shorter than it should be along with the “V”

angle, as shown in the circles of Fig. 5. The reason is
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Fig. 4. The sources of system error. (a) The strip efficiency in a module by extrapolation and self reconstruc-

tion. (b) The average efficiency of strips in barrel versus run. (c) The efficiency window effect in a module.

(d) The average efficiency versus window.

Fig. 5. The biases in MUC reconstruction and

calibration.

the additional support structures on both sides of

layer 0 in each segment. This will result in the ef-

ficiency on the lower side, since the reconstruction

window is normally larger than 5-strip width. If the

matching is constrained strictly adequate on both

sides of Layer 0 in all barrel segments, the bias can be

avoided. Thirdly, if a fired layer contributes to the fit-

ting of expected track, it will result in efficiency bias

(higher) in this layer. For dimu events, it is 1%–2%

higer. For all events, it is even about 10% higher. The

lower the momentum, the bigger the bias (because of

less hits for fitting). More serious bias happens in the

self reconstruction. If some layers are chosen as seeds

always, then their efficiencies are always higher than

the real values. So the seed layers must be chosen at

random in self reconstruction. All the above biases

have been corrected in Boss6.4.1.

3.3 Algorithm performance

It’s no doubt that the validation and reliability is

the most important performance of an algorithm. In

order to check this, here the ∆ε is used and defined

as:
∆ε = εcal−εset , (6)

where, εcal is the efficiency by calibration, and εset

is the efficiency set via calibration constant service.

So the ∆ε should tend to zero along with the event

number increase. Fig. 6 shows the ∆ε results by the

Monte Carlo J/ψ → µ+µ− events, which are pro-

duced by KKMC generator [6] in Boss6.3.5. Cur-

rently, the best results of ∆ε are −0.0128± 0.0204,

−0.0007±0.0278, −0.0153±0.0244 at layer, module

and strip level respectively. The ideal result should

be 0±0.01 for all levels and depends on more detailed

tuning rather than increasing events.
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Fig. 6. The algorithm performance. (a), (b) and (c) indicate the efficiency difference distribution with 500k

dimu events for layer, module and strip levels respectively. (d) shows the change tendency of ∆ε of a unit

(as an example) at each level and (e) illuminates the global effect at each level: layer (open circle), module

(open square) and strip (open triangle up).

From a programming point of view, the process-

ing speed and memory assumption must be consid-

ered. The test results by using real data are listed in

Table 3. The speed of self reconstruction+calibration

(SlfTrk, (5±0.5) ms/event) is about 4–5 times faster

than that of extrapolating reconstruction+calibration

(TrkExt, (20±3) ms/event), no matter for the single

bunch or multi bunch data. As for the memory as-

sumption, the initial memory for calibration job is

about 220 MB. By using the dimu data, which have

been selected and reconstructed, we can see that the

speed of MucCalibAlg itself is 2.52 ms/event, and

there is no memory leak.

Table 3. The test results of calibration speed.

job time speed/
data recmode

(100k events) (ms/event)

TrkExt 28 : 24.80 17.05
S-bunch

SlfTrk 09 : 02.99 5.43

TrkExt 35 : 09.31 21.09
M-bunch

SlfTrk 08 : 09.63 4.89

Dimu – 04 : 12.48 2.52

4 RPC performance

By using the cosmic ray data accumulated from

May to July in 2008, the muon detector had been

studied and adjusted in detail. Most of the RPC per-

formances can be obtained by MucCalibAlg, includ-

ing efficiency, single counting rate, noise ratio and

Fig. 7. The run-by-run efficiency of all RPC

moduels. Before Run 3400, the high volt-

age and discrimination threshold were 8 kV

and 100 mV. After that, they were set as

7.2±0.2 kV and 75 mV respectively.
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spacial resolution. Fig. 7 shows the run-by-run ef-

ficiency of all RPC modules during the cosmic ray

commissioning. The runs included all were taken in

different days. Obviously, the efficiency is (94±1)%,

which is very close to the design value, even though

there is about 2% lower after high voltage and thresh-

old adjustment. More detailed results can be found

in Ref. [7].

5 Monte Carlo study

Monte Carlo (MC) study is an important way

to debug and tune both the hardware and software.

Currently, for muon detector, the real geometry with

hardware alignment and detection efficiency by cos-

mic ray data have been applied to the MUC si-

mulation and reconstruction. This study is done in

Boss6.4.3. In order to make MC and data consis-

tent, it is necessary to use the “natural” cosmic ray

generator in the simulation. In the “natural” gener-

ator, there is only one big sampling plane on the top

of the BES0 geometry to constrain the cosmic ray

tracks. All MC events also must pass the same trig-

ger conditions used in the data taking. 4× 105 real

events are used for calibration and comparison from

Run3006 (at random), of which the trigger condition

is that the number of hits in the barrel Time-Of-

Flight (TOF) is greater than one, named NBTOF2.

2M MC events are produced with 48.7% trigger ef-

ficiency of NBTOF2. The efficiency at strip level of

Run3006 is the only input in the simulation. The re-

construction mode used is Mode 1: SlfTrk. All Monte

Carlo results are normalized to those by data.

5.1 Noise

The noise simulation is not ready and not applied

to this study presently. Therefore, this difference

should be seen in the results. It is shown directly

in Fig. 8(c), in which, the noise ratios of all modules

by MC are close to zero and lower than the values

by data. The noise ratio by both MC and data being

higher in the barrel than in the endcap, it is just the

character of cosmic ray. The noise level will affect the

hit number, cluster size and spacial resolution. So it

can be seen that both the hit number and cluster size

by MC are smaller than those by data. The long tail

in Fig. 8(a) and (b) is due to the big air shower, and

Fig. 8. The inconsistent distributions relevant to noise. (a) The number of hits in an event, (b) The cluster

size distribution, (c) The noise ratio at module level, and (d) The spacial resolutions of layers in the barrel.
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even possible electronics crosstalk. The resolution by

MC is about 5–10 mm better than that by data at

all layers. These results will be more consistent after

the noise is added into the simulation and the cosmic

ray generator is improved in the future.

5.2 Distribution

The comparison also can be made from some basic

distributions. As shown in Fig. 9, most bins of all six

distributions are consistent between MC and data. In

Fig. 9(a), the number of hits in each layer matches

perfectly, so does the maximum layer through by

track in Fig. 9(d). For some bins in Fig. 9(b) and

(c), the MC results are lower than the data. It can

be understood as the reasonable result caused by the

“clean” MC and complicated real data since the noise

was not added in the MC. As for the cosθ and φ dis-

tributions, the small difference mainly comes from the

difference of reconstruction efficiency and is affected

by the incidental angle. In addition, the drop bins

in Fig. 9(c) and (f) just indicate the side effect near

the dead space between segments, and the dead chan-

nel near 120 in Fig. 9(b) is due to the high voltage

problem in that module.

Fig. 9. The distributions comparison between MC and data. (a) The number of hits in each layer, (b) The

number of hits in each module (box), (c) A hit map of layer 2 in barrel, (d) The maximum layers through

by tracks. (e) and (f) are the cosθ and φ of the expected position of a MUC track at the innermost layer,

respectively.
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5.3 Efficiency

What we are most concerned is the efficiency. In

Fig. 10(a), the layer efficiency is consistent within 2%.

The efficiency being lower at inner and outer two lay-

ers, to a great extent, is caused by the linear fit it-

self in reconstruction and few layers hit information

(6 5) for each independent coordinate (Φ/Z/X/Y ).

Fig. 10(c) shows the strip efficiency distributions by

data and MC. Obviously, they do not match very

well. For some strips, the efficiency by MC is higher

than that by data, while for other strips, the result is

contrary. The similar result can be seen in Fig. 10(a)

and (b). The difference of strip efficiency is shown in

Fig. 10(c), which gives that ∆ε = 0.005±0.032. So in

general, the efficiency by MC is little higher than that

by data, and the result is close to Fig. 6(c). The dif-

ference comes basically from, as shown in Fig. 10(e),

the channels at both sides of each modules. In fact,

it is very difficult to tune the MC and data matching

very well at sides.

6 Summary and discussion

The calibration algorithm has been greatly im-

proved during the BES0 commissioning. The effi-

ciency, counting rate and noise ratio of the muon de-

tector have been primarily calibrated by cosmic ray

data, and the results are available for the simulation,

reconstruction and tuning. The validity and relia-

bility of the calibration algorithm has been checked

carefully by the performance studies and comparison

of Monte Carlo and data.

Fig. 10. The efficiency comparison between MC and data. (a) The layer efficiency, (b) The module efficiency

distribution, (c) The strip efficiency distribution, (d) The efficiency difference distribution at strip level, and

(e) The strip efficiency difference at Module 87 (as an example).
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More detailed studies are needed and ongoing. By

using dimu events, the detector alignment by software

can be carried out with more precision. The effective

noise simulation will make the results more consis-

tent.The improvement of calibration also depends on

the efficiency and reliability of the reconstruction.

At present, 250k events are adequate (but not

enough) for a run to do the calibration. So basi-

cally, the calibration constants can be offered for each

run. However, it is unnecessary to do the calibration

so frequently. According to the influencing factors

in streamer mode RPC performances, the calibration

must be done when one or more following situations

happen: a) the high voltage or electronics threshold

is changed, b) the temperature in BES0 hall changes

more than 5 ℃, c) the humidity in BES0 hall changes

more than 20%, d) the gas mixture changes more than

1%, e) the beam status changes greatly, f) the colli-

sion energy changes, and g) the detector is repaired.

All of these calibration conditions will be adjusted

and determined according to the status of coming

data taking.
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